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Abstract: In home and building automation applications, wireless sensor devices need to be con-
nected via unreliable wireless links within a few hundred milliseconds. Routing protocols in Low-
power and Lossy Networks (LLNs) need to support reliable data transmission with an energy-efficient
manner and short routing convergence time. IETF standardized the Point-to-Point RPL (P2P-RPL)
routing protocol, in which P2P-RPL propagates the route discovery messages over the whole network.
This leads to significant routing control packet overhead and a large amount of energy consump-
tion. P2P-RPL uses the trickle algorithm to control the transmission rate of routing control packets.
The non-deterministic message suppression nature of the trickle algorithm may generate a sub-
optimal routing path. The listen-only period of the trickle algorithm may lead to a long network
convergence time. In this paper, we propose Collision Avoidance Geographic P2P-RPL, which
achieves energy-efficient P2P data delivery with a fast routing request procedure. The proposed
algorithm uses the location information to limit the network search space for the desired route
discovery to a smaller location-constrained forwarding zone. The Collision Avoidance Geographic
P2P-RPL also dynamically selects the listen-only period of the trickle timer algorithm based on the
transmission priority related to geographic position information. The location information of each
node is obtained from the Impulse-Response Ultra-WideBand (IR-UWB)-based cooperative multi-hop
self localization algorithm. We implement Collision Avoidance Geographic P2P-RPL on Contiki OS,
an open-source operating system for LLNs and the Internet of Things. The performance results show
that the Collision Avoidance Geographic P2P-RPL reduced the routing control packet overheads,
energy consumption, and network convergence time significantly. The cooperative multi-hop self
localization algorithm improved the practical implementation characteristics of the P2P-RPL protocol
in real world environments. The collision avoidance algorithm using the dynamic trickle timer
increased the operation efficiency of the P2P-RPL under various wireless channel conditions with a
location-constrained routing space.

Keywords: point-to-point routing; geographic routing; trickle algorithm; routing convergence time

1. Introduction

In Internet of Things (IoT) applications, IoT devices have unique addresses and es-
tablish ubiquitous connectivity with each other. IoT devices generally have limited CPU,
memory, and power resources with low data rates, short communication ranges, and
dynamically changing network topologies in LLNs. The IPv6 routing protocols in IoT
applications should provide enhanced services and qualities by reducing the protocol
complexity and speeding up routing request procedures by supporting seamless connec-
tivity. The Routing Protocol for Low Power and Lossy Networks (RPL) is one of the most
important routing protocols utilized in the IoT application network layer [1].

In home and building automation applications, point-to-point (P2P) communication
is the prevalent traffic pattern [2,3]. Although the default RPL implementation supports
P2P traffic, the P2P approach introduced by the standard RPL has high cost routing
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overheads [4,5]. If two nodes want to communicate with each other, packets must be sent
upward to the first common ancestor or the root node in the worst case and downward to
the destination.

This strategy creates congestion around the root node and increases the route discovery
latency significantly. IETF standardized P2P-RPL with a reactive multicast mechanism for
quick and root-independent route discovery [6]. The use of P2P-RPL avoids the congested
routing traffic around the root node and reduces the routing path length. P2P-RPL floods
the entire network with control packets to discover routes, which results in a large amount
of control overheads and huge energy consumptions.

A large number of collisions may occur particularly when different sources initiate P2P
route discovery simultaneously, which can increase the latency of finding a new route from the
source node to destination node. The trickle timer algorithm is one of the major components
in an RPL system. The trickle algorithm aims to transmit the code and update it to every
connected nodes in the network in a scalable, simple, and energy-efficient manner [7].

The non-deterministic message suppression performed by a trickle algorithm may
generate suboptimal route formation when high message suppression is performed. More-
over, the trickle algorithm suffers from a slow convergence time due to the long listen-only
period [8–11]. The inherited delay is accumulated at every hop, resulting in an increased
overall delay proportional to the number of hops. These large routing overheads and
long latency for P2P route discovery are not suitable for the routing requirements of IoT
applications in LLNs.

In this paper, we propose the Collision Avoidance Geographic P2P-RPL to reduce
the overheads in route discovery packet flooding procedure and the convergence route dis-
covery latency. The location information is obtained from the cooperative multi-hop self
localization algorithm in Impulse-Response Ultra-WideBand (IR-UWB) networks. The Col-
lision Avoidance Geographic P2P-RPL exploits the location information to limit the search
space for a desired route and to determine the transmission priority value related to the ge-
ographic position information. Reducing the network search space results in fewer control
messages for P2P route discovery.

Depending on the priority value related to the geographic position, the listen-only period
of the trickle algorithm is dynamically selected. The node with the higher priority value has
the shorter listen-only period. The higher prioritized node with the shorter listen-only period
transmits the message earlier than other nodes, which can reduce the route discovery latency
significantly. In indoor location-based services, positional accuracy, privacy, low cost, low
power consumption, reliability, continuity of service, and a short response time are required.
The proposed Collision Avoidance Geographic P2P-RPL can provide fast, energy-efficient
P2P data delivery without reducing the networking reliability.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related
work for problems related to P2P-RPL and the trickle algorithm. Section 3 describes the
main components of the proposed algorithm and software architecture on Contiki OS.
Section 4 presents and discusses the performance evaluations. Section 5 summarizes the
work and presents our concluding remarks.

2. Research Background

A large number of LLN applications, such as home automation and building control
applications, require point-to-point (P2P) routing support. RPL has been defined by IETF
as a standard routing protocol for LLNs [1]. RPL organizes a tree-like network topology
called Destination-Oriented Directed Acyclic Graph (DODAG). When two non-root nodes
need to communicate, the data packets must be routed only along the pre-established
DODAGs. A DODAG is built to optimize the routing cost to reach the root node. Hence,
such P2P routing may lead to a longer end-to-end delay, low packet delivery ratio, and
severe traffic congestion near the root node [4,5]. Complementary to these shortcomings,
a reactive discovery of Point-to-Point Routes in Low-Power and Lossy Networks (P2P-RPL)
is standardized [6].
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P2P-RPL reactively discovers P2P paths by constructing the temporary DODAG. The
temporary DODAG is solely used for route discovery. P2P-RPL uses the same mechanism
of the basic RPL to for m the DODAG. The source node acts as the root node and it
originates P2P mode DIO (P2P-DIO) for temporary DODAG construction. The P2P-DIO
piggybacks a P2P Route Discovery Option to discover the route for a source-destination
pair. Each node receiving the P2P-DIO joins the temporary DODAG and disseminates
the P2P-DIO periodically with the trickle algorithm. Once the destination node receives
the P2P-DIO, it replies P2P Discovery Reply Object (P2P-DRO) to the source node along
the discovered route.

The discovered route is used for data packet transmission from the source node to
destination node. RPL and P2P-RPL adopt trickle algorithm to control the transmission rate
of the DIO control packet with the goal of a fast network convergence time and low energy
consumption of the nodes in the network. The two conflicting goals are achieved by adap-
tive transmission periods and message suppression mechanism [7]. A node exponentially
increases the transmission period when a network is in a stable state. To detect the state of a
network, a node has a listen-only period before each transmission period.

When receiving an inconsistent message (e.g., a route advertised by the message is
better than the existing route in terms of the routing metrics in use), a node decreases
the transmission period to the minimum value to quickly resolve the inconsistency. When
a node receives a consistent message and the number of consistent messages is more
than predefined value k, the node suppresses a DIO transmission. However, the non-
deterministic message suppression forces some nodes to remain silent for a long time,
resulting in some routes remaining undiscovered [12].

This non-deterministic nature of the trickle algorithm can lead to sub-optimal route
formation when high message suppression is performed (e.g., k = 1). Moreover, the listen-
only period imposed by the trickle algorithm delays a transmission at every hop, resulting
in an increase of the network convergence time [8]. P2P-RPL constantly broadcasts DIO
control packets throughout the whole network using trickle algorithm. The network-wide
broadcast approach could lead to serious medium contention known as the broadcast
storm problem, especially in dense networks [13,14].

The Lightweight On-demand Ad hoc Distance-vector routing protocol-next generation
(LOADng) uses a flooding mechanism to discover and maintain routes only on-demand.
LOADng is a reactive routing protocol based on AODV and was extended for use in LLNs.
When a new route is required, LOADng disseminates route discovery packets throughout
the entire network. A node forwards route discovery packets until they reach the desti-
nation node according to the flooding operation. This classic flooding mechanism uses
reduced relay sets [15] or the Trickle algorithm [16].

LOADng suffers from broadcast storms caused by flooding route discovery packets
and does not include mechanisms to stop the spread of control packets after the target
is found [17]. The LOADng protocol is suitable under few concurrent traffic flows in the
network. Geographic routing makes use of the locations of the nodes and relies mainly
on a simple greedy forwarding strategy. In a greedy forwarding scheme, a router simply
forwards a data packet to the neighbor that is closest to the destination. The geographic
routing approach is largely known by its low control packet overhead, low route stretch,
and scalability.

However, this approach assumes sufficient network density, accurate localization, and
significant link reliability. The existence of unreliable links leads to a drastic reduction of the
packet delivery ratio or increased energy consumption if a retransmission mechanism is
used [18]. Barriquello et al. presented a geographic approach for large-scale 6LoWPAN
networks [19].

To better support P2P communication, they integrate a GOAFR (Greedy Other Adap-
tive Face Routing) algorithm [20] in the RPL protocol. The GOAFR algorithm is able to get
closer to the optimum path with a high link density. On the other hand, in networks with
low link density, RPL performs better and may find shorter paths than GOAFR. The loca-
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tion inaccuracy causes routing failure. Chakraborty et al. combined RPL with geographic
routing for P2P communication, where only nodes on the way to the destination node
joined the route discovery procedure [21]. These geographic routing approaches, however,
have the limitation that all nodes in the network must be static and need to have prior
knowledge of the location.

The use of mobile nodes is possible only when they are one hop away from a static
node. Zhao et al. designed the Energy-Efficient Region-based Routing Protocol for Low-
Power and Lossy Networks (ER-RPL), which exploits the region features of static networks
to suppress flooding overhead [13]. ER-RPL obtains the location of each node through a self-
configuration localization scheme and is designed to limit the search space for P2P route
discovery by using the position information of each node in the network. The approach
aims to reduce the amount of control packet overhead and energy consumption without
harming the network’s reliability.

In ER-RPL, a network area is divided into a configurable number of non-overlapping
regions, and each node belongs to one region. A distributed self-regioning algorithm based
on a simple DV-hop algorithm is proposed for nodes to estimate the regions of themselves.
Based on the estimated region information, only a portion of nodes join the route discovery
procedure and forward route discovery packets. Xu et al. proposed energy-efficient region
source routing (ER-SR), which exploits a distributed energy region algorithm [22].

Based on the residual energy of the nodes, the proposed routing scheme selects a part
of nodes with high energy as the source routing nodes and only source routing nodes
participating in source routing procedure. The other nodes join the region of source routing
node and transmit the data packet through the source routing node. The accuracy of the
estimated region information severely depends on the network configurations. If the nodes
are distributed non-uniformly, DV-hop-based localization schemes provide inaccurate
location information for each node, resulting in routing performance degradation.

To reduce the cost of P2P-RPL route discovery in terms of the control packet overhead,
energy consumption, and fast network convergence time, we exploited the IR-UWB-based
cooperative multi-hop positioning with smartphone INS tracking by particle filtering. The
Collision Avoidance Geographic P2P-RPL algorithm is proposed with limiting the network
search space for the desired route discovery based on the location information of the source
and destination nodes. To decrease the delay in propagating P2P-DIO transmissions for
route discovery, the listen-only period of the trickle algorithm is selected dynamically
based on the physical location information of each node.

3. Collision Avoidance Geographic Point-to-Point RPL

In this section, the Collision Avoidance Geographic P2P-RPL is proposed to discover
the on-demand P2P route based on the location information from IR-UWB-based coopera-
tive self localization. Collision Avoidance Geographic P2P-RPL was operated in RPL-based
networks to find a P2P path with location information of each node. All nodes were
UWB-enabled RPL routers and each node was able to estimate its location information
by the fully-distributed Bayesian cooperative multi-hop positioning method. A node ex-
changed the statistical characteristics of the location error with neighbors by piggybacking
a location error field on the standard RPL control messages (DIO and DAO).

Location error characteristics are represented by the location state, which includes
the two-dimensional position information of the lower and upper bounds of the position
estimates respectively. For P2P route discovery, the location-constrained forwarding zone
is defined as the smallest rectangular region including the estimated region of the source
and destination nodes. A node joins the temporary DAG rooted at the source and forwards
a P2P-DIO only if it belongs to the location-constrained forwarding zone. Only the nodes
within the location-constrained forwarding zone can participate in the route discovery
procedure, resulting in reduced routing overhead of the P2P-RPL algorithm.

To mitigate the long listen-only period and non-deterministic suppression problem,
the collision avoidance elastic trickle timer algorithm is proposed. Each node is given
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a different length of listen-only period depending on the transmission priority. The order
of the transmission priority is determined by the distance from the source node, and
the angle between the line connecting the sender and the destination nodes and the line
connecting the sender and the target nodes. If a higher order of transmission priority
is given, then a shorter listen-only period is selected in the trickle timer. The shorter
listen-only period allows a node to transmit a P2P-DIO earlier than the other nodes and
the probability of collisions becomes significantly lower.

3.1. IR-UWB-Based Cooperative Multi-Hop Self Localization in LLNs

Figure 1 describes the proposed IR-UWB-based cooperative multi-hop self-localization
system. Each node is location-aware by exchanging the statistical properties of the location
error with its neighbors. The UWB radio module provides distance information between
the nodes. In a two-dimensional network scenario, each node perceives a rectangular area
in which it exists. Despite the short communication range of UWB technology, the proposed
algorithm only needs a small number of anchor nodes with known locations.

Step Detection Attitude and Heading 

Reference System

Step Length 

Estimation Rotation Tracking

Δ𝜆𝑘
1 , ⋯ , Δ𝜆𝑘

𝑁𝑝
Δ𝐪𝑘

1 , ⋯ , Δ𝐪𝑘
𝑁𝑝

Update the state of particles

MagnetometerGyroscopeAccelerometer

IMU embedded in the smartphone

Removing particles that 

contradict B-box observations
Particle set

Updated particle set

Motion Tracking Module for smartphone

B-box State

UWB radio module

Observed B-box 

constraints

Radio-based B-box localization module

Figure 1. Impulse-Response Ultra-WideBand (IR-UWB)-based cooperative multi-hop self-localization
system.

The proposed localization module using UWB radio is based on the Bounding-box
(B-box) algorithm [23]. The B-box state represents the rectangular region where each node
is located, and the B-box localization module informs the neighboring nodes of its B-box
state. For smartphones with UWB transceivers and inertial sensors, a motion tracking
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module was added. Pedestrian movement was tracked through particle filtering, and
the updated state of the particle set was converted to a B-box state.

The B-box state BT , representing the estimated location region of a node T, is defined
as Equation (1).

BT =
[
xlb

T xub
T
]
×
[
ylb

T yub
T
]

(1)

The superscripts lb and ub denote the lower and upper bounds of the rectangular
area. The actual coordinates of node T,

(
xa

T , ya
T
)
, satisfy xlb

T ≤ xa
T ≤ xub

T and ylb
T ≤ ya

T ≤ yub
T .

For an anchor node A with known position coordinates
(
xa

A, ya
A
)
, the B-box state BA is

determined as
BA =

[
xa

A xa
A
]
×
[
ya

A ya
A
]

(2)

A non-anchor node updates its own B-box state using the B-box information of one-
hop neighbor nodes. With the measured distance dN to node N and the B-box state BN ,
a non-anchor node C updates its B-box state BC as follows [24]:

BC ←
[
max

(
xlb

C , xlb
N − (dN + δ)

)
min

(
xub

C , xub
N + (dN + δ)

)]
×
[
max

(
ylb

C , ylb
N − (dN + δ)

)
min

(
yub

C , yub
N + (dN + δ)

)] (3)

The margin value δ prevents the B-box state of a node from becoming invalid. Ac-
cording to the worst negative ranging error of the Decawave DW1000 module [25–27], the
experiments in this paper set δ to 60 cm. As the B-box states of non-anchor nodes become
more specific, the network-wide localization accuracy improves over time.

Smartphones with inertial sensors and UWB transceivers accurately track their loca-
tion through the particle filter [28]. For mobile nodes, the motion tracking module with
the Inertial Navigation System (INS) is added to the radio-based B-box localization mod-
ule. Translational and rotational movements of a pedestrian are tracked through rotation
tracking, step detection, and step length estimation procedures. For particle filtering, each
mobile node keeps one set of weighted particles. All Np particles each have a state sk and
a weight ωk at the kth iteration. The weighted particle set ςk is defined as:

ςk ≡
{〈

sl
k, ωl

k

〉
| l ∈

{
1, . . . , Np

}}
(4)

where
sl

k ≡
[
rl

k ql
k

]T
=
[

xl
k yl

k ql
0,k ql

1,k ql
2,k ql

3,k

]T
(5)

The state vector of each particle contains the two-dimensional location coordinates
rk and the orientation quaternion qk. When the B-box state of a smartphone is initialized
by the B-box localization module, the particles are sampled uniformly within the B-box
region and the entire quaternion state space. The posterior probability of a node position at
k th iteration is described as:

p(sk) ≈
Np

∑
l=1

ωl
kδ
(

sk − sl
k

)
(6)

where δ(·) is the Dirac delta function.
The Attitude and Heading Reference System (AHRS) continuously tracks the three-

dimensional rotation of the smartphone [29]. The update of the particle state is triggered
by the detection of step events [30]. When a step event is detected, the moving distance of the
step and the rotation between the recent two steps are derived from the IMU output sequence.

The particle filter updates the state of the particle set by taking Np samples from the ap-
proximate posterior distribution of the measured step length ∆λk and rotation ∆qk [31,32]. The
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samples are labeled with superscripts as
{〈

∆λ1
k , ∆q1

k
〉
, . . . ,

〈
∆λ

Np
k , ∆q

Np
k

〉}
. By the sam-

pled rotation estimates, the quaternion state of each particle is updated as [33]:

ql
k+1 = ∆ql

k ⊗ ql
k (7)

where

q⊗ q′ =


q0 −q1 −q2 −q3
q1 q0 −q3 q2
q2 q3 q0 −q1
q3 −q2 q1 q0




q′0
q′1
q′2
q′3

. (8)

To calculate the 2D translational movement of the pedestrian, the 3D attitude state is
projected in the 2D heading direction ψ as follows:

ψl
k+1 = arctan

2
(

ql
0,k+1ql

3,k+1 + ql
1,k+1ql

2,k+1

)
1− 2

{(
ql

2,k+1

)2
+
(

ql
3,k+1

)2
} . (9)

Finally, the location state of each particle is updated according to the two-dimensional
pedestrian motion model.

rl
k+1 = rl

k + ∆λl
k

cos
(

ψl
k+1

)
sin
(

ψl
k+1

). (10)

When the B-box localization module observes the B-box constraints of neighboring
nodes, particles with a state contrary to the radio observation are removed, and the total
weights of the particles are normalized. To prevent the situation where the weight of a small
number of particles dominate the rest of the particles [34], it uses a deterministic resampling
method that avoids uncensored discarding of low-weighted particles [35]. The B-box
localization module of a smartphone uses the smallest rectangle containing all surviving
particles as the B-box state. Since smartphones move the network deployment space, spatial
diversity leads to improvement in the overall localization performance of the network.

3.2. Location-Aided P2P-RPL with Location-Constrained Forwarding Zone

From the result of cooperative self localization, all nodes have up-to-date position
states. This position information is piggybacked on the standard RPL control messages (e.g.,
DIO and DAO). A location-constrained forwarding zone is defined to limit the propagation
area for route discovery messages. A node within the location-constrained forwarding
zone joins the temporary DAG formation procedure and forwards a route discovery packet
(i.e., P2P-DIO) to its neighbors. This results in a great reduction of the routing overhead
and energy consumption, especially when the distance between the source and destination
nodes is short [27].

We consider when a source node (say, node S) tries to find an optimal P2P path to
a destination node (say, node D) as shown in Figure 2. Node S measures the path cost
reaching node D by sending a measurement request along the pre-established global
DAG. The measurement request carries the accumulated path cost (ETX). On receiving
the measurement request, an intermediate node updates the path cost and forwards it to
the next hop.

When node D receives the measurement request, node D sends a Measurement
Reply back through the reverse path to node S. The measurement reply carries the cost
of the route and the B-box state of node D with the location option. Upon receiving
the measurement reply, and if the accumulated path cost does not meet the specified
routing metric constraints, node S initiates the P2P route discovery.

As shown in Figure 3a, node S defines the location-constrained forwarding zone for
P2P route discovery as the rectangular region that includes the current estimated location
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states of the node S and node D. The four corners of the forwarding zone are computed
as follows:

B f wd =
[

xlb
f wd xub

f wd

]
×
[
ylb

f wd yub
f wd

]
=
[
min(xlb

S , xlb
D) max(xub

S , xub
D )
]
×
[
min(ylb

S , ylb
D) max(yub

S , yub
D )
] (11)

where lb, ub, S, and D denote the lower bound, upper bound, source, and destination,
respectively.

Node S then piggybacks the determined location-constrained forwarding zone B f wd
on a P2P-DIO message and disseminates the P2P-DIO message to one-hop neighbor nodes.
Upon receiving P2P-DIO, an intermediate node I joins P2P route discovery only if it belongs
to the location-constrained forwarding zone (i.e., BI ∩B f wd 6= ∅ ). If there is an intersection
area between the estimated region of node itself and the location-constrained forwarding
zone, node I decides that it is inside the location-constrained forwarding zone and forwards
a P2P-DIO. If not, node I simply discards P2P-DIO.

Figure 2. The flowchart of the proposed algorithm.
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Figure 3. The process of (a) Determining the location-constrained forwarding zone and (b) location-aided P2P route
discovery.

Figure 3b shows that nodes N1 and N2 satisfy the condition and participate in the route
discovery procedure. On the other hand, node N3 discards the P2P-DIO as BN3 ∩B f wd = ∅.
Once the node D receives P2P-DIO, the P2P path is established as the upward route to
the temporary root (node S). Node D sends P2P-DRO, which contains the discovered route
and stop flag set by 1 back to node S so that no more P2P-DIO messages are forwarded for
this temporary DAG. Upon receiving P2P-DRO, intermediate nodes stop sending P2P-DIO
periodically and send P2P-DRO to their neighbors. When P2P-DRO reaches node S, node S
then sends a data packet along the discovered route.

In this way, only a part of the nodes participate in the route discovery procedure, and
hence network-wide flooding rarely occurs. The size of the location-constrained forwarding
zone is determined depending on the distance between the source and destination nodes.
A shorter distance between node S and node D results in a smaller size of forwarding zone,
and a fewer number of nodes join the P2P route discovery procedure. This results in a
smaller number of route request packets (i.e., P2P-DIOs) being disseminated.

3.3. Collision Avoidance Geographic P2P-RPL with Elastic Trickle Algorithm

In standard P2P-RPL, the recommended value of the redundancy constant k is 1 to
reduce the number of messages generated during a route discovery procedure [6]. This setting
reduces the energy consumption of each node but increases the time required for the route
discovery procedure to complete. Especially when high message suppression is performed
(e.g., k = 1), the non-deterministic nature of trickle leads to suboptimal route formation.

Low minimum interval size Imin values result in the creation of the first DODAG
within a short period of time; however, a long listen-only period problem inherently increases
the DODAG formation time. In order to mitigate these problems, we propose the collision
avoidance elastic trickle timer algorithm for P2P route discovery. To make the network
convergence time faster, the relay nodes send a P2P-DIO faster than other nodes.

The collision avoidance elastic trickle timer algorithm allows a node to select the listen-
only period dynamically depending on the priority value related to the geographic position
of each node. Given a higher transmission priority value, the listen-only period will
become shorter. The priority value is determined by the distance from the sender node, and
the angle difference between the connecting line of sender-target nodes and the connecting
line of sender-destination nodes. The farther distance and the smaller angle difference
assigns the higher transmission priority value.

Each node has own interval I, and this interval is halved into two subsequent time
intervals: the listening interval (i.e., listen-only period) and the transmitting interval,
respectively. The trickle algorithm begins with Imin as the first interval. At the start of new
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interval, a DIO message transmission is scheduled at a time t in the range of [I/2, I] and
the redundancy constant c is reset to 0. A node only listens and receives messages from
its neighbors until time t. During the listening interval, a node keeps track of the received
DIO messages by increasing c each time a consistent DIO message is received. At time t, if
c is lower than k, the node transmits DIO. If not, it suppresses DIO message transmission.
At the end of the interval, the next interval size is doubled with respect to current one until
the interval reaches Imax. The procedure is summarized as follows.

1. The transmission priority constant s is added, and it is used when dynamically
selecting the listen-only period. The priority constant s is initialized every time a new
interval starts.

2. The specific time t is chosen randomly in [I/2s+1, I].
3. When a node Ni receives DIO transmission from sender node A, node Ni calculates

dANi and ∠ANiD using the location information piggybacked in the received message,
where dANi denotes the distance between node A and node Ni, ∠ANiD denotes
the angle difference from node Ni to the line connecting node A and node D.

4. The node counts the transmission priority constant s when the calculated distance
from the sender is greater than the predefined threshold value DTH or when the
calculated angle difference to sender–destination line is greater than the predefined
threshold value θTH .

A pseudo-code of collision avoidance elastic trickle timer algorithm is presented
in Algorithm 1. Algorithm 1 describes how a relay node selects the length of listen-only
period according to the locations of the sender and destination nodes. The “+” and “−”
signs in Algorithm 1 indicate the modifications with respect to the standard, which has
been added and removed respectively [1].

Figure 4 shows an example of a collision avoidance elastic trickle operation with four
nodes, k = 1. A node in the black area has the first transmission priority. A node in the
gray area has a second transmission priority. As dAN3 ≥ DTH and ∠AN3D ≤ θTH , node
N3 has the first transmission priority, with the value equal to 2. Node N1 only satisfies
dAN1 ≥ DTH and, thus, has the second transmission priority. In order to achieve this,
the listen-only period is dynamically selected. The listening period is set to a variable
length that is inversely proportional to the transmission priority. The node with the higher
transmission priority has a shorter listen-only period. In the case where a node has the first
transmission priority, the length of the listen-only period is equal to I/8.

Figure 5 shows the operations when node S attempts to find the P2P path to node D.
The bold arrow indicates the shortest route, and the dotted arrow indicates an alternate
route discovered by P2P-RPL. In (a) and (b), all nodes except N3 joined the P2P route
discovery. The value of redundancy constant k was equal to 1. In Figure 5a, the length of
the listen-only period was selected in an elastic manner. The value of s of N1 and N2 were
equal to 2 and 1, respectively, and hence the lengths of the listen-only period of N1 and N2
were equal to I/8 and I/4, respectively. Node N1 had a higher probability to send a P2P-
DIO in the current interval than that of node N2. This resulted in a considerably decreased
latency for the route discovery procedure. Moreover, decreasing the listen-only period
allows the node to contend in a wider interval size, lowering the probability of collisions.
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Algorithm 1: Collision Avoidance Elastic Trickle Algorithm

Function Initialization():
I ← Imin

+ s← 0

Function StartNewInterval():
− t← random

(
I
2 , I
)

+ t← random
(

I
2s+1 , I

)
c← 0

+ s← 0

Function ReceivedTransmission():
+ if dANi ≥ DTH then

+ s← s + 1
end
+ if ∠ANiD ≤ θTH then

+ s← s + 1
end
if ReceivedConsistentTransmission then

c← c + 1
else if ReceivedInconsistentTransmission then

I ← Imin
StartNewInterval()

end

Function TimerExpires():
if c < k then

TransmitDIO
else

SuppressDIO
end

Function IntervalEnds():
I ← I × 2
if I > Imax then

I ← Imax
end

As shown in Figure 5b,c, when the standard trickle timer was used and the length
of the listen-only period of two nodes were the same, the probabilities of the P2P-DIO
sent in the current interval of N1 and N2 were the same. If N2 sends a P2P-DIO, a node
N1 keeps silent in the current interval as the redundancy message counter c is greater
than the redundancy constant k. As node S can reach node D only through N1 inside
the location-constrained forwarding zone, the latency to reach node D increases as much
as the interval length N1 keeps silent.

However, as shown in Figure 5c, if all nodes in the network participate in P2P route
discovery in P2P-RPL, node S can reach node D through an alternate relay node N2. Even
though the path length of this route (i.e., S − N2 − N3 − D) is longer than the shortest route
(i.e., S − N1 − D), the minimum interval length (Imin) is much longer than the transmission
delay, and thus node S reaches node D faster.
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Figure 4. Example of a Collision Avoidance Elastic Trickle operation, k = 1.

Figure 5. Trickle operations of (a) Collision Avoidance Geographic P2P-RPL, (b) P2P route discovery with only the
location-constrained forwarding zone and (c) P2P-RPL, k = 1.

3.4. Software Architecture

We implemented the Collision Avoidance Geographic P2P-RPL in Contiki OS [36]—
an open source operating system for LLNs and IoT. We made use of the ContikiRPL
implementation [37] and P2P-RPL implementation [38].

The software architecture of Collision Avoidance Geographic P2P-RPL is illustrated
in Figure 6. The arrow in Figure 6 depicts the P2P-DIO packet flow.

The key components are as follows:
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• RPL ICMP packet management communicates with ICMPv6 to send/receive RPL
control messages including MO, P2P-DIO, and P2P-DRO. When the ICMPv6 message
is received, the RPL ICMP packet management component first checks the type of mes-
sage and extracts the payload. Then, it notifies RPL DAG management component.
Cost measurement is implemented inside this component.

• RPL DAG management contains all the logic related to DAGs with the IPv6 routing
table management and the preferred parent determination based on the rank result
of the RPL objective function component.

• The RPL Objective Function is the objective function that calculates the routing metric
to select the parents. In ContikiRPL, OF0 [39] and MRHOF [40] are implemented.

• Cooperative Self Localization includes the B-box algorithm with utilizing UWB-
based ranging measurements and particle filter-based inertial navigation. It receives
the location states of one-hop neighbors, which are extracted by the RPL ICMP packet
management component. After estimating the current location state of a node, it
forwards the result to the location-constrained forwarding zone component.

• The location constrained forwarding zone is responsible for deciding whether to
join the temporary DAG formation advertised by the incoming RPL ICMP packet (i.e.,
P2P-DIO). Given the location information extracted from the incoming packet, this
component computes the four corners of the location-constrained forwarding zone
B f wd. It drops the packet if there is no intersection between its estimated region and
the forwarding zone.

• The Collision Avoidance Elastic Trickle Timer holds the calculation of the distance
and angle difference and the dynamic selection of the listen-only period based on the
transmission priority constant s in addition to standard trickle-related logic.

Figure 6. The software architectureof Collision Avoidance Geographic P2P-RPL on Contiki OS.
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4. Performance Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of P2P-RPL, ER-RPL, Location-Aided
P2P-RPL, and Collision Avoidance Geographic P2P-RPL using the Cooja network simulator
for Contiki Operating System (OS) [41]. The proposed algorithms, Location-Aided P2P-RPL
and Collision Avoidance Geographic P2P-RPL, use a location-constrained forwarding zone
for a P2P-RPL-based route discovery procedure. Collision Avoidance Geographic P2P-RPL
additionally uses the elastic trickle timer algorithm during the route discovery procedure
with the location-constrained forwarding zone. The algorithms are implemented based
on modules of ContikiRPL library and P2P-RPL implementation [37,38].

Preliminary testbed experiments with the EVB1000 platform were performed for the
IR-UWB-based Cooja network simulation parameter settings. We used the default Contiki
UDP on top of the nullrdc layer and the Decawave low-level radio driver with radio
adaptation codes [42]. The main elements integrated on the EVB1000 were the following: a
STM32F105 ARM Cortex M3 microcontroller (with 64 kb RAM memory and 256 kb Flash
memory), a DW1000 transceiver (based on standard 802.15.4-2011), and an omnidirectional
antenna. The UWB radio configurations are stated in Table 1.

The end-to-end delay measurements were evaluated using Contiki’s RTIMER with
a resolution of 30.5 µs. We changed the hop length between the sender and the destination
node from 1 to 4 to assess the performance with various path lengths. The inter-message
interval (IMI) was set to 1 s. The average one-hop delay is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. The UWB radio configuration parameters.

Parameter Value

Channel number 5
Channel center frequency 6489.6 MHz

Channel bandwidth 499.2 MHz
Nominal bitrate 6.81 Mbps

Mean PRF 15.6 MHz
Preamble length 128 symbols

Transmitter electronics (ETX−elec) 33.97 nJ/bit
Transmitter amplifier (εamp) 6 pJ/bit/m2

Receiver electronics (ERX−elec) 14.56 nJ/bit
Average one-hop delay 259.25 us

Based on the testbed experiment results, simulation studies were conducted to study
the localization and routing performances in multi-hop LLNs. In network configurations,
the static nodes and the mobile nodes were deployed in a 75 × 75 m2 network area.
The number of static nodes varied from 25, 36, to 49 and the number of mobile nodes
was set to 5. The static nodes were placed in grid deployment with some randomness:
the static node’s position was (10a±∆x, 10b±∆y), where−10 ≤ ∆x ≤ 10,−10 ≤ ∆y ≤ 10.
Assuming that node ID is U, the value of a and b were obtained through U =

√
N × a + b,

where N is the number of static nodes.
Five mobile nodes were moving continuously with slow random walking speed

and operated as leaf nodes without intermediate route forwarding features in the route
discovery procedures [43,44]. The four outermost static nodes were anchor nodes with
prior known positions. In this simulation study, we defined the concept of the average
node degree for the performance evaluation in terms of the node density. The average
node degree was defined as the average number of one-hop neighbors of a node in the
network. The higher the average node degree was, the higher the node density was. The
average node degree varies from 6, 9, to 12.

Figure 7 and Table 2 show the CDF of the average estimated errors for the proposed
localization algorithm in terms of the average node degree in two cases: with and without
mobile nodes. As shown in Table 2, localization errors remained low regardless of the
average node degree when mobile nodes existed. The average location errors were 130.89,
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123.73, and 121.99 cm when the average node degrees were 6, 9, and 12, respectively. On
the other hand, the average node degree greatly affected the localization accuracy in the
cases without mobile nodes. With the increase of the average node degree, the location
error greatly increased from 1 to 10 m or more.

When the average node degree was set to 12, a simple comparison between with and
without mobile nodes is shown in Figure 7. When mobile nodes existed, 90% of the nodes
were located within an error of 2.5 m or less; otherwise, only 20% of the nodes were localized
with similar accuracy. The comparison shows that the introduction of mobile nodes with a
smartphone-based inertial navigation system significantly improved the overall localization
performance of the IR-UWB-based multi-hop network.

Table 2. The CDF of the average estimated errors for the proposed cooperative self localization
algorithm.

With Mobile Nodes Without Mobile Nodes

CDF 6 9 12 6 9 12

0.1 23.75 21.12 19.76 114.48 10.71 105.99
0.2 60.61 56.49 54.76 706.87 280.24 240.60
0.3 87.17 81.69 80.03 1134.93 478.05 337.36
0.4 109.67 103.49 101.79 1500.69 647.07 420.16
0.5 130.92 123.71 122.02 1842.73 804.99 497.64
0.6 152.26 143.84 142.22 2183.95 963.78 575.20
0.7 174.65 165.70 163.33 2549.84 1131.92 657.70
0.8 201.19 190.96 189.03 2978.23 1326.42 754.51
0.9 237.60 225.92 224.00 3570.22 1604.24 888.80
1.0 505.65 569.89 479.80 8748.82 4353.20 2488.74

Figure 7. The CDF comparison at the average node degree of 12.

Figures 8–12 show the routing performance results with the increase of the average
node degree. In this simulation study, each traffic flow started randomly at 1 s between
arbitrarily selected source-destination pairs. The general simulation parameters are stated
in Table 3. For each simulation, a different random topology was generated, and the result
is the average value from all simulation runs.

The performance metrics to be observed are:
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1. The average control packet overhead refers to the average number of control packets
generated for a route discovery.

2. The average energy consumption is the average amount of energy consumption that
is consumed for a route discovery. The first order radio model was used in this study
as we considered only the energy consumption in the transmitting and receiving
states [45]. The parameters used in the first order radio model are shown in Table 1.

3. The average hop count refers to the average hop length of the discovered P2P path
between the source node and destination node.

4. The Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) refers to the ratio of the successfully received
packet number on the destination node to the total generated packet number by
the source node.

5. The route discovery success ratio refers to the ratio of the total number of successful
route discoveries to the total number of route discovery attempts.

6. The network convergence time refers to the latency from the instant in which the source
node starts its first trickle interval until the instant at which the destination node has
joined the temporary DODAG rooted at the source node.

Table 3. The simulation model parameters.

Parameter Value

Simulation area 75× 75 m2

Radio environment UDGM with distance loss
Transmission success ratio (%) 100

Reception success ratio (%) 90
Transmission range (m) 20

Imin 26 ms
Imax 210 ms

Redundancy constant (k) 1
RPL mode of operation Storing mode

Objective function MRHOF
Routing metric ETX
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Figure 8 shows that Collision Avoidance Geographic P2P-RPL achieved about 75.7%,
45.9%, and 6.5% less control packet overhead on average compared with P2P-RPL, ER-
RPL, and Location-Aided P2P-RPL, respectively. In Collision Avoidance Geographic
P2P-RPL and Location-Aided P2P-RPL, only the node inside the location-constrained
forwarding zone re-broadcasts a DIO control packet. Collision Avoidance Geographic
P2P-RPL and Location-Aided P2P-RPL exploit accurate location information obtained from
self-localization to reduce the search space for route discovery. The search space for route
discovery is limited to the location-constrained forwarding zone based on the location
information of the source node and the destination node.

Especially when the distance between source node and destination node is short,
the location-constrained forwarding zone is limited to a small area. This results in signifi-
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cantly reduced control packet overhead compared to P2P-RPL and ER-RPL. In ER-RPL,
the estimated localization accuracy severely depends on the network configuration and
the size of the search space for route discovery. As the average node degree increases,
the performance differences with ER-RPL and P2P-RPL become larger.

Collision Avoidance Geographic P2P-RPL and Location-Aided P2P-RPL obtain more
accurate self localization information with the increase of the average node degree. The per-
formance difference between Collision Avoidance Geographic P2P-RPL and Location-Aided
P2P-RPL comes from the difference in network convergence time. If P2P-DIO reaches the des-
tination node earlier, the destination node sends P2P-DRO earlier and the nodes receiving
P2P-DRO stop re-broadcasting a P2P-DIO for temporary DODAG formation.

Figure 9 shows that Collision Avoidance Geographic P2P-RPL achieved around 34.3%
less energy consumption in comparison with ER-RPL and was reduced by more than twice
compared to P2P-RPL on average. The energy model only considers the transmitting and
receiving states; hence, the number of control packets constitutes a significant portion of the
energy consumption.

In Collision Avoidance Geographic P2P-RPL, only the nodes inside the location-constrained
forwarding zone re-broadcast a DIO control packet. This reduces the number of DIO con-
trol packets both transmitted and received. The impact of the average node degree is more
significant on P2P-RPL and ER-RPL than onCollision Avoidance Geographic P2P-RPL. As
the average node degree increases, more one-hop neighbor nodes exist in the transmission
range of the sender node, resulting in an increased number of received control packets.

Figure 10 shows that the average hop count of P2P routes discovered by the Collision
Avoidance Geographic P2P-RPL was very close to P2P-RPL when the average node degree
was nine or more. P2P-RPL achieved the smallest hop count by discovering the P2P path
through the whole network. Collision Avoidance Geographic P2P-RPL and Location-
Aided P2P-RPL could not find a shorter route than P2P-RPL because these algorithms
only search the location-constrained forwarding zone based on the location information
of source and destination nodes. In this simulation network configuration, the network was
fully connected. When the average node degree was 6, all algorithms discovered longer
routes than when the average node degree was 9 or more. As the average node degree
increased, shorter routes were discovered.

The PDR performance under various average node degree is shown in Figure 11.
As the average node degree increases, PDR increases. The PDR of Collision Avoidance
Geographic P2P-RPL is observed about 90.9% at the average node degree of 6, 92.0% at
the average node degree of 9, and 92.3% at the average node degree of 12. Although partial
nodes participate in route discovery procedure, ER-RPL, Location-Aided P2P-RPL and
Collision Avoidance Geographic P2P-RPL still achieve close performance to P2P-RPL when
the average node degree is 9 and 12.

Figure 12 shows the route discovery success ratio in the first route discovery attempt.
As the average node degree increased, all algorithms could have a higher probability
of finding the P2P route from the source node to destination node. Since P2P-RPL searches
the P2P path throughout the entire network, ER-RPL, Location-Aided P2P-RPL, and Colli-
sion Avoidance Geographic P2P-RPL with limited search space for route discovery cannot
improve the route discovery success ratio better than P2P-RPL.

However, at the average node degree of 12, the route discovery success ratio perfor-
mance of Collision Avoidance Geographic P2P-RPL was close to P2P-RPL with the accurate
localization information. To improve the route discovery success ratio, Collision Avoid-
ance Geographic P2P-RPL performed P2P-RPL by flooding the DIO control packets over
the whole network if the route discovery failed in the first attempt.

Figures 13 and 14 show the routing performance results under various numbers
of active source-destination pairs. The number of active source-destination pairs varied
from one to four. The size of network area was 75× 75 m2, and the average node de-
gree was set to 12. Figure 13 shows that the network convergence time became longer
as the number of active source-destination pairs increased. Due to the flooding nature,
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more collisions occurred as the number of active source-destination pairs increased. The
network convergence time increased with the number of collisions.

In Collision Avoidance Geographic P2P-RPL, the network convergence time is 38.7%,
46.7%, 48.8% shorter compared to P2P-RPL, ER-RPL, Location-Aided P2P-RPL, on average.
Collision Avoidance Geographic P2P-RPL reduces the listen-only period up to 4 times
shorter at each hop. A decrease in the listen-only period led to a decrease in the network
convergence time. The proposed elastic trickle timer algorithm also allowed nodes to
contend in longer intervals, resulting in a decreased probability of collisions.

The network convergence time of Location-Aided P2P-RPL and ER-RPL was longer
than for P2P-RPL. As shown in Figure 5, the non-deterministic suppression of standard
trickle algorithm can cause a relay node to remain silent in the current trickle interval.
This delays the DIO control packet in reaching the destination node, especially when high
message suppression is performed (e.g., k = 1).
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Figure 13. The network convergence time versus the number of active source-destination pairs.

Figure 14 shows that, as the number of active source-destination pairs increased,
the number of control packet overhead increased. As the number of active source-destination
pairs increased, the link losses caused by packet collisions increased. If the node on the
shortest path from the source node to the destination node failed to send the DIO control
packet to the intermediate nodes, the node retransmitted the DIO control packet in the next
interval, thus, resulting in increased control packet overhead. Collision Avoidance Geo-
graphic P2P-RPL achieved average 13.0%, 54.8%, and 80.7% less control packet overhead
compared with Location-Aided P2P-RPL, ER-RPL, and P2P-RPL, respectively.

The decrease in network convergence time means that P2P-DRO packets sent by the desti-
nation node finished the P2P route discovery procedure much faster. This reduced the number
of P2P-DIO control packets for the amount of reduced network convergence time. The net-
work convergence time difference of 114 ms between Location-Aided P2P-RPL and Collision
Avoidance Geographic P2P-RPL led to additional DIO control packet overhead.
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Figure 14. The control packet overhead versus the number of active source-destination pairs.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed the Collision Avoidance Geographic P2P-RPL to achieve
low routing overheads with short convergence time and energy-efficiency for indoor
IR-UWB-based networks. Collision Avoidance Geographic P2P-RPL makes use of the
estimated location knowledge of the individual node in cooperative multi-hop IR-UWB
self-localization networks. The proposed algorithm achieved energy-efficient P2P data
delivery without reducing the networking reliability with a short convergence time.

The proposed algorithm utilizes standard RPL control messages and is compatible
with the existing RPL implementations. We implemented Collision Avoidance Geographic
P2P-RPL on Contiki OS and provide the experimental results using the Cooja network
simulator under various network conditions. Our experimental results show that restricting
the network search space for route discovery to the location-constrained forwarding zone
significantly reduced the routing control packet overhead and energy consumption.

As the average node degree increased, the positioning accuracy increased, and the rout-
ing control packet overhead performance was improved. From various simulation results,
the proposed algorithm showed more robust operation characteristics for P2P traffic while
supporting a low routing overhead and short convergence time simultaneously. In future
work, we aim to extend our work to a 3D environment and consider node mobility to
reflect real-life environments more accurately.
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